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On the way, Zara sighed as he drove: “I didn’t expect that we all had fate. My mother chose
Miss wade’s decoration and design company. As a result, Miss loren was still a college
classmate of Miss wade and Mr. wade. These two went, and each other. There are some
connections between them.”

Claire couldn’t help but nodded, and said with a smile: “It is indeed very fate, and I did not
expect that Miss zara, your business is related to the Emgrand Group. My biggest partner now
is the Emgrand Group, the hotel I am working on. The project belongs to the Emgrand Group.”

“Really?” Although Zara’s tone was very surprised, no one saw her. There was no surprise in
her expression when she was sitting in the driver’s seat and driving.

She thought to herself: “You don’t even know that your husband is the owner of the Emgrand
Group. As his wife, isn’t it easy for him to give you a hotel project?”

Thinking of this, she couldn’t help sighing: “This Claire. It’s really silly and sweet, I haven’t
figured out Charlie’s identity yet…”

However, she said with a smile on her face: “That’s a coincidence. In the future, I and Emgrand
Group will have a lot of cooperation. Maybe we will also have business contacts.”

Claire smiled subconsciously: “That’s great.”

Charlie’s head grew louder after hearing this.

He really wants to tell everyone around him, don’t talk to his wife about cooperation, how can
she finish so many projects? Jasmine has to hand over the moore family’s project to her. Zara
seems to have some signs again.

Although he also knows that in the business field, Party A is willing to take the initiative to do
the project for Party B, and that is to send money, but he does not want Claire to be too tired.

At this time, the phones of the three people in the car started to send various notifications
frantically.

Charlie lowered his head and saw that these posts were almost all related to Stefanie Sun.

Stefanie Sun’s concert is really in the entertainment circle, and even on the Internet.

No one expected that Stefanie Sun’s concert would have so many hot spots. From the
beginning to the end, there was a series of earth-shattering news.

First, it was announced that she had a childhood sweetheart for an hour, and she had been
looking for each other;



Then he sang “Tomorrow I Will Marry You” in a wedding dress. Is there a more direct
confession than this?

Just when everyone felt that Stefanie Sun might be getting married in the near future. After
the biggest hit, Stefanie Sun suddenly announced that she would leave the entertainment
circle permanently!

This is really like the Big Bang. The best top-tier singers will leave the circle when they say
they quit. Not only is it extremely decisive and straightforward, it is even a bit too
headstrong.

Fortunately, although her fans are disappointed, most people can understand her decision
based on the story Stefanie Sun shared with everyone.

After all, she has spent most of her life looking for her prince charming. When I finally find
each other, I naturally want to stay with each other and be a good wife and mother. The
business of the entertainment industry itself is very busy. If you don’t quit this circle, it is
difficult to have enough energy to play the role of a good wife and mother.

The small part that remains incomprehensible is mainly because of envy, jealousy and hatred.

However, there are still many fans who hope to have a turnaround day.

After all, many celebrities have made remarks about quitting the entertainment circle. The
so-called farewell concerts do not know how many times they have been held, and then after
a year or two, they will come back again.

Claire also hoped so, so she hurriedly browsed the news and hot searches on Weibo to see if
anyone was discussing this, but after reading it around, she couldn’t help but sigh: “Stefanie
Sun’s brokerage company has published it. I have declared that Stefanie Sun will officially
withdraw from the entertainment circle after the concert tour ends. It seems that this matter
will not have any room for reversal…”
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